Accessory cells in immune suppression. I. Role of I-A+ accessory cells in effector phase idiotype-specific suppression of myeloma function.
The suppression of MOPC 315 myeloma cells by idiotype-specific effector Ts requires the presence of non-immune AC. This requirement was demonstrated in cultures where myeloma targets and Ts were separated by cell-impermeable membranes or were in direct contact. The AC were adherent, radioresistant, and present in peritoneal exudates and in FcR+ as well as FcR- fractions of low density splenocytes; they bore cell surface I-A determinants and did not have to be H-2 compatible with myeloma cells and Ts. These studies demonstrate a novel role for Ia+ AC in immune regulation, and suggest that their accessory function may involve processing of T lymphocyte-derived suppressor factors or presentation of such factors to target cells.